Cell adhesion and cortex contractility determine cell patterning in the Drosophila retina
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Because of the resemblance of many epithelial tissues to densely packed soap bubbles, it has been suggested that surface minimization, which drives soap bubble packing, could be governing cell packing as well. We test this by modeling the shape of the cells in a Drosophila retina ommatidium. We use the observed configurations and shapes in wild-type flies, as well as in flies with different numbers of cells per ommatidia, and mutants with cells where E- or N-cadherin is either deleted or misexpressed. We find that surface minimization is insufficient to model the experimentally observed shapes and packing of the cells based on their cadherin expression. We then consider a model in which adhesion leads to a surface increase, balanced by cell cortex contraction. Using the experimentally observed distributions of E- and N-cadherin, we simulate the packing and cell shapes in the wild-type eye. Furthermore, by changing only the corresponding parameters, this model can describe the mutants with different numbers of cells or changes in cadherin expression.

cell shape | surface mechanics | Cellular Potts model

Cell adhesion molecules are necessary to form a coherent multicellular organism. Not only do they hold cells together, but also differential expression of different types of these molecules plays a central role during development. Members of the cadherin family are the most widespread molecules that mediate adhesion among animal cells, and their role has been demonstrated in, e.g., cell sorting, migration, tumor invasibility, cell intercalation, packing of epithelial cells, axon outgrowth, and more (1–6). We focus here on the role of adhesion in the determination of epithelial cell shape (7).

In the compound eye of Drosophila, the basic unit, the ommatidium, is repeated ~800 times. All ommatidia have the same cell packing, which is essential for correct vision. The ommatidium consists of four cone cells (C cells), which are surrounded by two larger primary pigment cells (P cells). These “units” are embedded in a hexagonal matrix, which consists of secondary and tertiary pigment cells and bristles [see supporting information (SI) Fig. 7; ref. 8].

Two of us (9) showed that cadherin expression influences ommatidial C cell packing. Two cadherin types, E- and N-cadherin, are expressed in different cells: all interfaces bear E-cadherin, whereas N-cadherin is present only at interfaces between the four C cells (SI Fig. 7). Cadherin-containing adherens junctions form a zone close to the apical cell surface, allowing the retina epithelium to be treated as a 2D tissue. In the wild-type and in Roi-mutant ommatidia with two to six C cells, these cells assume a packing (or topology, that is, relative positions of cells) strikingly similar to that of a soap-bubble cluster. When cadherin expression is changed in a few or all of the cells, the topology can change. More frequently, only the geometry (individual cell shapes, contact angles at the vertices, interface lengths) changes.

The soap films between bubbles are always under a positive tension, γ > 0. This surface tension describes the energy cost of a unit of interface between bubbles and drives their packing. At equilibrium, in a 2D foam layer, soap bubbles meet by three at each vertex, because four-bubble vertices are unstable (10, 11). In addition, because γ is constant and the same for all interfaces, bubble walls meet at equal (i.e., 120°) angles. More precisely, the surface energy (or rather the perimeter energy for a 2D foam) is γP, where P is the total perimeter of soap films. The foam reaches equilibrium when it minimizes P (because γ is constant), balanced by another constraint fixing each bubble’s area.

It has been proposed that cells minimize their surface, like soap bubbles (12–14). Because the surface mechanics of bubbles are quite simple, they can easily be described in a model. However, calculating the equilibrium shape of a cluster of more than four bubbles is difficult (13); for this purpose, we use a numerical method (15, 16) to test whether cell patterning is based on surface minimization. In this first model, the only biological ingredient is differential adhesion (1, 13, 17); an interface between two cells has a constant tension that is lower when the adhesion is stronger (15, 16).

Cells, however, differ greatly from bubbles, in both their membrane and internal composition. Surface tension has been shown to be determined to a large extent by the cortical cytoskeleton (18–21). Adhesive cells have a tendency to increase their contact interfaces (22), not to minimize them. Lecuit and Lenne (14) recently reviewed a large number of experiments and showed that a cell’s surface tension results from the opposite actions of adhesion and cytoskeletal contraction. These are the ingredients of a second model (23, 24).

Our approach is to find out whether the observed cell packings and shapes can be described with one of these models, based on the knowledge we have from the experiments. With minimal and realistic assumptions, only the second model reproduces the topology and geometry of the wild-type and mutant ommatidia.

This shows that the competition between adhesion and cell cortex tension is needed to describe this specific cell pattern. We thus confirm and refine the conclusion that surface mechanics are involved in the establishment of cell topology and geometry. Adhesion plays an important role therein, but its role can be understood only when taking into account the effect of the cortical cytoskeleton.

Results

Model Simulations. Why certain shapes are observed more often than others depends on the developmental history of the tissue,
which is determined, e.g., by the sequence of cell differentiation and cell divisions and deaths. Because much is still unknown about the developmental history, we do not include it in the modeling. However, because cells seem in mechanical equilibrium at any moment in development (cf. ref. 14), future insights in developmental gene regulation could be translated in parameter changes that permit the modeling of the dynamics of development.

Simulations thus start from unstable initial conditions (SI Fig. 8) designed to favor the random search of final stable topologies. We do not expect to find a quantitative correspondence between the frequency of topologies in simulations and experiments. We regard only the final result of the model simulations; we have found a local equilibrium when the simulated shape no longer changes.

We compare this shape with the experimental results (topology, geometry). Distinguishing among topologies is trivial. However, because of the variability of membrane fluctuations, we find it difficult to describe the geometrical characteristics (e.g., contact angles for the mutant ommatidia, interface lengths, or elongation of cells) by quantitative measurements; one obtains more information by looking at the image (“eyeballing”). Quantitative measurements serve as a complement to eyeballing when enough data are available (cf. Fig. 1), not as a replacement. We determine for each model which parameters influence the shape of the C cells; for other parameters, we choose reasonable values (e.g., a compromise between simulation speed and precision; cf. ref. 25).

We assume that (i) adhesion strength is determined by the presence of these cadherins; when the two of them are present (i.e., at interfaces between C cells), adhesion is thus stronger. Mutants should be modeled by changing only existing parameters. We thus require that (ii) to model the Roi-mutants, we need only change the number of C cells; (iii) to model the cadherin mutant ommatidia, only the adhesion for the mutant cells should be changed (i.e., diminished for deletion, increased for overexpression); and (iv) all cells of a cell type that share the same mutation should be modeled by using the same parameter values.

Constant Tension Model. A stronger adhesion between cells $i$ and $j$ is represented by a lower interfacial tension ($13, 15–17$, $\gamma_j > 0$, which is a constant depending only on the cell types of $i$ and $j$. We minimize the energy:

$$
e = \sum_{\text{interfaces}} \gamma_{ij} P_{ij} + \lambda_A \sum_{\text{cells}} (A_i - A_0)^2. \tag{1}$$

$P_{ij}$ is the length of the interface between cells $i$ and $j$, $A_i$ is the cell’s area (the 2D equivalent of volume), $A_0$ is the cell’s preferred area (target area), and $\lambda_A$ is the area modulus (a lower value allows more deviations from $A_0$). The values of $A_0$ are inferred from the experimental pictures, with C cells being smaller than P cells. We assume C–C tension $\gamma_{CC}$, mediated by both E- and N-cadherin, to be weaker than C–P and P–P tension, $\gamma_{CP}$ and $\gamma_{PP}$, which are mediated by E-cadherin alone. We assume the latter two to be equal: $\gamma_{CC} < \gamma_{CP} \equiv \gamma_{PP}$. Only three parameters need be explored extensively: $\gamma_{CC}$, $\gamma_{CP} \equiv \gamma_{PP}$, and $\lambda_A$. The tensions $\gamma$ influence the cell shapes directly, whereas $\lambda_A$ determines a cell’s deviations from the target area.

Starting the simulations with a four-cell vertex (SI Fig. 8A) designed to favor the random search of final stable topologies. We do not expect to find a quantitative correspondence between the frequency of topologies in simulations and experiments. We regard only the final result of the model simulations; we have found a local equilibrium when the simulated shape no longer changes.

Another optimization strategy is to determine (up to a prefactor) the tensions of three interfaces $A$, $B$, and $D$ that meet in a vertex from the experimentally observed contact angles $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\delta = (\alpha + \beta + \delta = 360^\circ)$ by using $\gamma_{ij}/\sin\alpha = \gamma_{ij}/\sin\beta = \gamma_{ij}/\sin\delta$ ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\delta$). We inject those tensions in the model. By construction, we obtain the correct contact angles and thus topology, but the overall geometry (especially the interface lengths) differs considerably from observations (results not shown).

For the mutant ommatidia, requirements (i–iv) mentioned above could not be satisfied with this model; there are too many cases where other parameters need to be changed as well. It would certainly be possible to choose a tension for each individual interface. However, if the tension was just an input parameter without biological basis, the model would neither be predictive nor help us to understand the differences among the cells. We conclude that this model is insufficient to coherently describe the experiments.

Variable Tension Model. Adhesion between two cells tends to extend their contact length; it thus contributes negatively to the energy, $-J_{ij} P_{ij}$, where $J > 0$; in agreement with intuition, a higher $J$ describes a stronger adhesion, whereas $J = 0$ in the absence of adhesion ($23, 24$).
This extension is compensated by an elastic cell cortex term, \( \lambda_F(P_i - P_0)^2 \), where \( \lambda_F \) is the perimeter modulus, and \( P_0 \) is the target perimeter of cell \( i \). The cell perimeter is the sum of its interfaces, \( P_i = \sum P_{ij} \). We thus minimize the energy:

\[
E = -\sum_{\text{interfaces}} J_{ij} P_{ij} + \sum_{\text{cells}} \left[ \lambda_F(P_i - P_0)^2 \right. \\
+ \lambda_A(A_i - A_0)^2 \].
\]

The interfacial tension \( \gamma_{ij} = \partial E/\partial P_{ij} \) between cells \( i \) and \( j \) is the energy change associated with a change in membrane length (cf. ref. 14); Eq. 2 yields:

\[
\gamma_{ij} = -J_{ij} + 2\lambda_F(P_i - P_0) + 2\lambda_A(A_i - A_0). \tag{3}
\]

As in the previous model, \( \gamma_{ij} \) is positive; otherwise, the cell would be unstable. However, it is no longer an input parameter. A stronger adhesion (high \( J \)) decreases the tension; this will usually cause an extension of the perimeter, which increases this tension again.

We represent all adhesion terms as combinations of E- and N-cadherin-mediated adhesion (\( J_E \) and \( J_N \), respectively). In the wild type, the adhesion between C cells is mediated by both cadherins, so \( J_{CC} = J_E + J_N \), whereas all other interfaces have only E-cadherin, so \( J_{CP} = J_E \). Values of \( A_0 \) are estimated from pictures. The target perimeter \( P_0 \) (expressed in units of \( 2\sqrt{\pi A_0} \)) should be larger for cells that deviate more from a circular shape, i.e., for P cells. We thus adjust six main parameters: \( J_E, J_N, P_{CP}, P_{CP}, \lambda_F \), and \( \lambda_A \), which is too much to explore systematically. We adjust the parameters by hand for wild-type and mutant configurations simultaneously, because the wild type alone does not sufficiently constrain the number of optimal parameter combinations.

**Wild Type.** Starting the simulations with a four-cell vertex (SI Fig. 8A,4), the cells relax either into the correct topology where the polar and equatorial cells touch (Fig. 1) or into the incorrect one where anterior and posterior cells touch (analogous to Fig. 2A). Both topologies are stable, i.e., they are local energy minima.

In the correct topology, the geometry of the simulated ommatidium resembles well the experimental pictures. More quantitatively, the contact angles measured in simulations and experiments agree as well (Fig. 1). In contrast to the constant tension model, we do not need additional assumptions.

We found that the adhesion of secondary and tertiary pigment cells should be much stronger than can be expected from E-cadherin alone (\( J_{23} > J_E \); SI Table 1), otherwise they lose contact. Experimentally, deleting the E-cadherin of these cells does not induce any geometrical or topological change (9). Both experiments and simulations thus suggest that secondary and tertiary pigment cells might have adhesion molecules other than E- and N-cadherin.

**Roi Mutants.** With no additional parameter, we can simulate different numbers of C cells (Roi-mutants); the total size of the simulation lattice is adjusted accordingly. For one, two, three, and five C cells, only one topology is observed in experiments, and the same one is observed in simulations (SI Fig. 9).

For six C cells, three topologies are observed experimentally (Fig. 3 A–C). Theoretically, there are two more possible equilibrium topologies for six-cell aggregates, which are never observed, although one of them has a smaller total interface length (simulations using Surface Evolver; S. Cox, personal communication). We here performed a total of 42 Cellular Potts model simulations with different random seeds (see Methods) and found only three topologies (Fig. 3 D–F), which correspond to the observed ones.

We observe in Fig. 3 A and C that the entire ommatidium is elongated. Besides, ommatidia of Roi-mutants do not all have six sides and are assembled into a disordered pattern (see ref. 9). Thus, in Roi-mutants, ommatidia have variable shapes, the origin of which is not easily understood (especially for mutants with more pigment cells). Because in turn the shape of the ommatidium influences the geometry of its C cells (results not shown), studying the geometry of the C cells in more detail would be possible only by adding more free parameters.

**N-Cadherin Mutants.** Again without any additional parameter, simply by suppressing \( J_N \), we could predict the pattern of ommatidia with N-cadherin-deficient C cells. Because N-cadherin is present only on interfaces between C cells, deletion
means we set the adhesion between mutant and wild-type C cells as $J_{C} = J_{cc} = J_{E}$ (mutant cells are denoted by lower-case letters).

We predict the correct topologies (Fig. 4 A–F and I–N) most of which are the same as in wild type. We predict qualitatively the main geometrical differences between mutants and wild type: (i) the length of the interfaces between mutant and wild-type C cells decreases; (ii) the contact angles change; (iii) the interface length between the remaining wild-type C cells increases (Fig. 4 A and B and I–J); and (iv) the length of the central interface increases (Fig. 4 D and L).

When the polar or equatorial cell is the only C cell without N-cadherin, we simulate (Fig. 4 M and N) both topologies that coexist in experiments (Fig. 4 E and F).

To simulate one mutant P cell that misexpresses N-cadherin, we optimize $J_{cp}$. Ectopic expression of N-cadherin results in a high-level expression of N-cadherin. Therefore, whereas for wild-type $J_{cp} = J_{E} = 150$, we find an increase for the mutant, $J_{cp} = 150 + 600$. The high adhesion of this P cell with the C cells severely disrupts the normal configuration. Many topologies that differ considerably from the wild type are observed in experiments and simulations (e.g., Fig. 4 H and P). When both P cells misexpress N-cadherin, they balance each other, and the topology is back to normal (Fig. 4 G). Optimization yields $J_{pp} = 150 + 700$ (Fig. 40 and SI Fig. 10). Both $J_{cp}$ and $J_{pp}$ are higher than the wild-type value of C–C adhesion ($J_{cc} = J_{E} + J_{N} = 150 + 450$).

**E-Cadherin Mutants.** The mutant C cell in Fig. 5 A does not express E-cadherin, and it lacks adherens junctions at the interfaces with the P cells (9). To simulate it, it would seem natural to suppress $J_{E}$ at all interfaces; that is, $J_{cp} = 0$ and $J_{cc} = J_{N}$. With this assumption, we obtain the correct topology, which is the same as in the wild type; however, the simulated geometry (not shown) is also the same as the wild type, whereas the experiment is significantly different (Fig. 5 A). If we rather assume that C–C adhesion is unchanged by this mutation ($J_{cc} = J_{CC}$), we obtain a good agreement (Fig. 5 D).

E-cadherin overexpression in C cells (but not in P cells) significantly affects the pattern, yielding a coexistence of different topologies: in Fig. 6 A and B, the same cells are mutants, but the topologies differ; the same holds for Fig. 6 D and E. We predict the observed topologies (all stable) and, qualitatively, the geometries (Fig. 6 F–J) when we increase the C–P cell adhesion from $J_{cp} = J_{E} = 150$ to $J_{cp} = 300$; although we find that the adhesion between wild-type and mutant C cells should not change, $J_{c} = J_{cc} = J_{E} + J_{N}$, we should change it if both are mutants, $J_{c} = 350 + J_{N}$. Because E-cadherin overexpression in P cells rarely induces geometrical or topological changes (9), we do not change their adhesion values.

**Discussion**

**Constant and Variable Tension Models.** When surface tension is a constant model parameter, modified only by adhesion, the surface mechanics are soap-bubble-like: minimization of the interfaces with cell-type-dependent weights (13, 15–17, 27). This model proves to be insufficient here. However, in studies focusing on larger aggregates (10^2 to 10^4 cells) (17, 27, 28), constant surface tension was sufficient to explain tissue rounding and cell sorting and even Dictyostelium morphogenesis (29). This constant-tension model captures two important features of tissues of adherent cells: first, cells tile the space without gaps or overlap; second, the interface between cells is under (positive) tension, which implies, for instance, that three-cell vertices are stable unlike four-cell ones (10, 11), thus severely constraining the possible topologies (11).

In the present example of retina development, we show that interfacial tension should be variable, as described in a second model (23, 24). Tension results from an adhesion-driven extension of cell–cell interfaces, balanced by an larger cortical tension (Eq. 3). It explains correctly the topologies of many observations and correctly simulates the geometries. It requires more free parameters, but they are tested against many more experimental data; and their origins, signs, and variations are biologically relevant (14).
Adding more refinements (and thus more free parameters) is possible but does not seem necessary to describe the equilibrium shape of ommatidial C cells. The parameters should not be taken as quantitative predictions, because in vivo biophysical measurements for calibration are lacking.

Adhesion. By adjusting a set of six independent free parameters in this variable tension model, we obtain topological and geometrical agreement between the simulations and the pictures of 16 different situations: the wild type (Fig. 1) and the six topologies observed in the \textit{Roi}-mutants (Fig. 3 and SI Fig. 9), as well as the nine cadherin deletion mutants (Figs. 4 A–F and 5) by setting the corresponding parameter to zero.

We also simulate seven cadherin overexpression mutants by readjusting the corresponding parameter (Figs. 4 G and H and 6): adhesion is increased. The strongest increases are found when two overexpressing cells touch; this corresponds to the idea that the adhesion strength depends on the availability of cadherin molecules in both adhering cells.

We found two cases where a mutation does not seem to change adhesion strength: first, when deleting E-cadherin from one C cell, its adhesion with a normal C cell is unchanged (Fig. 5D); second, we rarely observed shape changes in E-cadherin-overexpressing P cells in experiments (cf. ref. 9).

Indeed, whereas a linear relation between cadherin expression and adhesion strength has been found \textit{in vitro} (30), this need not be true \textit{in vivo}, because cells have many more ways to regulate protein levels. These exceptions thus do not contradict the conclusion that the shapes observed in mutants are the effect of altered adhesion: an increase in the case of overexpression, a decrease in the case of deletion.

Cortical Tension. In the variable tension model, the perimeter modulus $\lambda_a$ and the target perimeter $P_0$ reflect the role of the cortical cytoskeleton. The target perimeter is always smaller than the perimeter; therefore, the interfacing tension $\gamma_i$ (Eq. 3) is always positive; otherwise, the cell would be unstable and fall apart. The cortex of the simulated cells is contractile and generates tension. This tension depends on the perimeter $P$ of the cell, the length of which depends on the cell’s shape, which in turn depends on the tension; there is feedback between tension and shape and thus between each cell and its neighbors.

To understand the effect of this feedback, let us consider the wild-type ommatidium. We assume that the four C cells have equal adhesion properties. The tension at the interfaces between the two P cells pulls at the polar and equatorial C cell. When the tension is constant, these cells will therefore be pulled apart (Fig. 2A); the cells do not react on their deformation. However, when the tension depends on the cell’s perimeter, pulling at those cells deforms them and increases their tension: energy minimization thus requires they stay in contact.

The prediction that cytoskeletal contractility is essential for the establishment of cell shape should be tested, e.g., by treating the cells with cytoskeletal inhibitors (19, 31) or by genetically modifying the cytoskeleton. Because the cytoskeleton has multiple functions that could interfere with adhesion (cf. refs. 6 and 32), the results will be difficult to interpret. Preliminary experimental results (not shown) indicate that genetically disturbing Rho-family GTPases influences the cell shape. The role of the cytoskeleton has been confirmed in various tissues and organisms (see refs. 14 and 33 for reviews). We here present a computational framework able to test this hypothesis, which can be extended to other tissues, ranging from the patterns of a few cells to large-scale aggregates.

Methods

Experiments. Retinas were stained and analyzed as described in refs. 9 and 34. In short, cells were stained with cobalt sulfide (Fig. 3 and SI Fig. 9) to visualize the cell membrane, or stained with fluorescently labeled antibodies against DE-cadherin, DN-cadherin (referred to as E- and N-cadherin, respectively, in the rest of the text), $\beta$-catenin, or $\beta$-spectrin for confocal microscopy. Rough-eye (\textit{Roi}) flies were used to examine the topology and geometry of variable number of C cells. The effect of eliminating or overexpressing cadherin molecules was studied in mosaic retinas composed of wild-type and mutant cells generated by the FLP-out method (see ref. 9). We examined more than five retinas in each experiment. Thus, at least several hundred ommatidia (>500) were examined for the wild type and each mutation, except E- and N-cadherin overexpression, in which case $\approx$100 ommatidia were examined. Some pictures used for the analysis were published previously (9, 34).

Model Simulations. The cellular Potts model (15, 16) is a standard algorithm to simulate variable cell shape, size, and packing (25). Its use in biology is motivated by the capability to handle irregular fluctuating interfaces (cf. ref. 35); the pixelization induced by the calculation lattice can be chosen to correspond to the pixelization in the experimental images.

Each cell is defined as a certain set of pixels, here on a 2D square lattice; their number defines cell area $A$. The cell shapes change when one pixel is attributed to one cell instead of another. Our field of simulation for one ommatidium is a hexagon with sides of $\approx$100 pixels (its surface is $A_{om} = 25,160$ pixels, about the same as in experimental pictures). We use periodic boundary conditions, as if we were simulating an infinite retina with identical ommatidia. Initially, the whole hexagon is filled with cells, approximately at the right positions (SI Fig. 8).

We treat bristle cells as tertiary pigment cells; both are situated at the edge of three ommatidia. These initial conditions, with an unstable n-cell vertex in the middle, do not fix the final configuration in advance. Simulations can be started with different seeds of the random number generator to explore whether multiple solutions are possible.

Shape is relaxed to decrease the energy $e$, Eqs. 1 (15) or 2 (24). The algorithm to minimize $e$ uses Monte Carlo sampling and the Metropolis algorithm, as follows. We randomly draw (without replacement) a lattice pixel and one of its eight neighboring pixels. If both pixels belong to different cells, we try to copy the respective cell, the probability of success being $e$. If both pixels belong to the same cell, we copy that cell, the probability of success being $e/2$. This operation is repeated as many times as necessary until none of the two possible actions is successful. The final state is stored, and a new pixel pair is selected randomly.

To avoid possible effects of lattice anisotropy on cell shapes, we compute $P$ and $e$ by including interactions up to the 20 next-nearest neighbors (36). All perimeters indicated here are corrected by a suitable prefactor 10.6 to ensure that a circle with an area of $A$ pixels has a perimeter $2\pi\sqrt{A}$ (37).

In experiments, interstitial fluid is present in small amounts, and cells lose contact (Fig. 5 B and C). To simulate it in our 2D model, at each MCS, we randomly choose one pixel at a cell interface and change its state into “intercellular space” (a state without adhesion or area and perimeter constraints). In addition, we choose the sum of all cells target areas to be less than the total...
size of the hexagonal simulation field ($\sum_{\text{cells}} A_0 = 0.95 A_{\text{hex}}$; SI Table 1). Only when cells lose adhesion ($J = 0$) do we actually observe intercellular space in simulations (Fig. 5 E and F).

We try different parameters and adjust them to improve visual agreement (eyeballing) between simulated and experimental pictures. To estimate our uncertainty, we note that 5–10% changes in the values of the adhesion parameters do not yield visible changes in the geometry, whereas 10%–30% changes do; see SI Fig. 10 for an example of the determination of $J_{\text{EP}}$.

**Images.** Once we simulate the correct topology, we measure the contact angles of straight lines fitted through the interfaces that meet in the vertex. The line should be long enough to avoid grid effects; we fit a straight line using the first 15 first-order neighbors. Because the simulated cells show random fluctuations, statistics are obtained by measuring the contact angles several times during the simulation or in simulations with different random-number seeds. In experimental pictures (cover pictures of ref. 34), we measure contact angles in 22 wild-type ommatidia by hand, aided by the program ImageJ (38). Ommatidia have two axes of symmetry, and we consider the ommatidia to consist of four equal quarters, which gives us 88 measurements for each angle (and 44 measurements of the angles intersected by the axes of symmetry). The variation between different wild-type ommatidia is larger than in simulations (Fig. 1). In mutant ommatidia, the error bar is even larger, so we did not attempt any quantitative comparison.
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